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1. Overview 

This User Manual (UM) provides the information necessary for 

users to effectively set up, operate, and troubleshoot their new 

TORRENT product. TORRENT is a universal activation device 

which delivers mains power to any device which is plugged 

into the integral power socket. It is ideal for cause-and-effect 

installations where, as an example, a guest at a visitor 

attraction could safely activate a light or another device at the 

push of a button. The uniqueness of TORRENT is the total 

power isolation that it affords the user, a core principal which is 

at the heart of the product. 

The input trigger uses a waterproof, four-pin connector and 

can accept a number of Attraction Technology Systems ltd 

input devices. We currently support coin operator devices, 

terminal blocks, and a touch button panel (supplied as 

standard). The touch button panel operates using a 5 volt DC 

capacitive touch sensor to detect the presence of a hand or 

finger, rather than requiring a physical touch; this works to 

further eliminate electrical risk, as well as providing a totally 

waterproof input device which is free of mechanical failure, as 

would be the case with a standard push-button. 

 

 

 

 

 

1.1 Specification 

 

POWER & CONNECTIVITY 

Power input 100-240V AC, 50/60 Hz 

Inrush current 20A at 115V AC,40A at 230V AC, cold start at 25 °C 

Input protection Internal A/250V AC fuse 

Power output 
Output voltage matches input voltage 
Output must not exceed 5A/1200w 

Efficiency 71% 

Earth leakage Class II construction no earth 

Connectivity  
IEEE 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi 
2.4 GHz 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL 

Operating temperature 0 °C to +40 °C 

Storage temperature 0 °C to +40 °C 

Operating humidity 75% RH, non-condensing 

Vibration 10 Hz to 250 Hz, 10 mins/cycle, 60 mins each cycle  

Ingress protection IP64 

 

OPERATIONAL 

Dimensions 
Button panel: 216x216x20mm, 0.4kg 
Controller: 375x161x60mm, 1.8kg 

Factory settings 
Button delay: 30 seconds 
Activation time: 3 seconds 
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2. Getting Started 

This section provides guidance on how to set up and operate 
your device. 

2.1 Cautions & Warnings 

TORRENT operates at mains voltage and no attempt should 
be made to gain access to the electrical components inside. 

TORRENT is not supplied with a mains plug as we strongly 
recommend installation into a mains spur by a qualified 
electrician. It should be checked regularly by a competent 
person as detailed in the below section “Essential 
maintenance” and should always receive inspections or 
checks relevant to local guidelines.  

2.2 Setting up TORRENT 

Your TORRENT is a “plug-and-play” device and designed to 
work right out of the box. There are nonetheless some critical 
configuration steps that need to be followed in the correct 
order for TORRENT to operate correctly: 
 

1. Carefully fix your TORRENT device to the wall by hand-
tightening self-tapping screws through the screw holes 
located in each of the four corners of the control box.  

 
2. Fix the touch panel to the wall using either self-tapping 

screws, or self-adhesive tape. Touch panel extension 
cables can be purchased if the touch panel needs to be 
located further away from the TORRENT control box.  
 

3. Affix the graphic face plate by removing the outer layer of 
double-sided tape provided and pushing the face plate 
firmly into place. Apply even pressure for 10 seconds.  
 

4. Plug the touch panel into the TORRENT control box and 
tighten the waterproof connector ring.  

 
5. Plug an activation device into the integral mains socket, 

and connect TORRENT to mains voltage – this must be 
done by an electrician or competent person. 
 

6. Check that the green “power” LED is illuminated, and that 
the circular touch panel counter begins to light up. 
 

7. When the circular touch panel counter is green, touch the 
centre and verify that the red/orange “activation” LED is 
illuminated, and that your activation device is powered. 
 
Your TORRENT device is now ready to use!  

2.3 Choosing an activation device 

Choosing a device to be activated by your TORRENT is a key 
decision but the device must fall within the parameters below: 

- Your chosen device must utilise the same mains 
voltage as supplied to TORRENT e.g. if your mains 
power supply is 240V, the device must also use 240V. 

- Your chosen device must be in full working order and 
show no signs of damage. 

- Your chosen device must not draw more than 5A of 
power. 
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2.4 Changing time delay settings 

The time delay settings for your TORRENT are fully 
customizable over Wi-Fi as follows: 

Button delay: the length of time (in seconds) between allowable 
button presses 
 
Activation time: the length of time (in seconds) that the activation 
device is powered. 
 

1. To change these settings, ensure that you are within 2m 
of the TORRENT controller. 

2. Use an internet-enabled device (phone, laptop) to search 
for a Wi-Fi network with the same name as your product 
(often with a numerical prefix/suffix). Your unique 
password will have been communicated to you. 

3. Once connected, use an internet browser to navigate to 
“atsl.local” where you will reach the edit screen overleaf. 

4. You can now view the current settings and reprogram 
with custom settings. Edit the value inside the text box as 
required and press “save”. 

5. Once you’ve made your changes, head back to the main 
screen and click “Upload new settings”.  

6. Settings are read on every wake cycle, so switch your 
TORRENT off at the mains for ten seconds to fully power 
down. 

7. Switch the device on again, and the new settings will be 
applied when TORRENT powers back up. 
 

Your TORRENT device has now been reprogrammed! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 How does a visitor activate the device? 

TORRENT uses a simple touch panel interface, which displays 
the time between allowable activations using a circular LED 
counter not dissimilar to a clock face. The red LED lights will 
illuminate clockwise and sequentially, with the entire ring 
glowing green when the device is able to be activated. When 
this happens, just press the button! 
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2.6 Essential maintenance 

Maintenance is essential for the ongoing, successful operation 
and safety of your TORRENT device. 

TORRENT is designed to activate devices which are in a good 
state of repair and within the parameters listed on page 2.  

Damage could occur due to an activation device outside the 
parameters which TORRENT is able to operate, or as a result 
of a damaged activation device or faulty mains power supply. 
 

It is therefore necessary to: 

1. Carry out visual checks on both the control box and 
activation device daily.  

2. Complete regular electrical testing of the device by a 
competent person at least annually (in the UK, a Portable 
Appliance Test would be sufficient). 

3. Complete regular testing of the mains power supply. 
 

The unit should be switched off at the mains immediately 
following any signs of damage. 

The activation device should be maintained according to the 
specific guidelines from the relevant manufacturer of the 
device. 
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3. Troubleshooting & Support 

This section describes the recovery and error correction 
procedures for TORRENT, including a breakdown of error 
scenarios and corrective actions that may need to be taken. 

3.1 Error scenarios 

3.1.1 No response from button panel  

This section lists troubleshooting actions if the button panel 
lights up, but no longer responds to button presses. 

1. Restart the device –the touch button sensor does need 
occasional recalibration (which occurs on power up). 

2. Check for loose connections between the button panel 
and the control box. You will need to switch the control 
box off and on again upon reconnecting the button 
panel.  

3. Check to see if the red/orange LED is lit up when the 
button is pressed – if it is, the controller is receiving the 
activation signal and the problem is likely due to a 
faulty activation device. 

3.1.2 Uninitiated response from button panel 

This section lists troubleshooting actions if the button panel is 
triggering the activation device continually without being 
pressed. 

1. Restart the device –the touch button sensor does need 
occasional recalibration (which occurs on power up) 
and might be “stuck”. 

2. Check for loose connections between the button panel 
and the control box. You will need to switch the control 
box off and on again upon reconnecting the button 
panel.  

3. Check to see if the red/orange LED is being lit up when 
the device is activating – if it is, the device is indeed 
being activated; please disconnect the touch panel to 
confirm whether the fault is with the touch panel, or 
with the controller. 

Faulty controllers must be repaired or replaced. Replacement 
touch panels can be purchased from www.attraction-
technology.co.uk. 

3.1.3 Activation device not responding 

This section lists troubleshooting actions if the button panel 
works as normal, but the activation device is not responding. 

1. Check first that your activation device actually works by 
plugging it into the mains directly, ie. into a wall socket. 

2. Check the fuse in the plug of the device – these can 
burn out and may require replacement. 

3. Check that the power requirements of the device are 
compatible with TORRENT – you can find this on pg 2. 

4. Check to see if the red/orange LED is lit up when the 
button is pressed – if it is, the controller is the likely 
source of the problem.  

Faulty controllers will need to be repaired or replaced. Please 
contact us at support@attraction-technology.co.uk. 

3.1.4 Wi-Fi interface not updating settings 

This section lists troubleshooting actions if the ‘update 
settings’ page is accepting the changes, but not updating the 
device. 

1. Restart the device –the new settings are applied on 
power up so this step is essential. 

2. Ensure that you are completing all steps to update the 
timings – you must press “Upload new settings” on the 
main page before disconnecting from TORRENT. 

http://www.attraction-technology.co.uk/
http://www.attraction-technology.co.uk/
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3.1.5 Wi-Fi network not showing  

This section lists troubleshooting actions if the Wi-Fi network 
for updating the timing settings is not showing/broadcasting. 

1. Confirm that your model does in fact utilize a Wi-Fi 
reprogramming feature – our older models were preset 
to customer requirements and do not offer this feature. 

2. Ensure that you are within 2m of TORRENT before 
searching for the network. 

3. Ensure that your device is capable of connecting to a 
Wi-Fi network. 

3.2 Support 

If the steps here do not rectify your problem, or if you are 
experiencing difficulties not listed here, please get in contact 
with us by e-mailing support@attraction-technology.co.uk.  
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4. Appendix 

4.1 Installing the control panel 

 

4.2 Installing the touch button panel 
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